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METHOD OF FORMING DIAMONDS FROM CARBONACEOUS

CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

MATERIAL

The United States Government has rightsinthis inventionpursuantto Contract

No. W-31 -109-ENG-38 between the U.S. Department of Energy and the Universityof

Chicago representingArgonne National Laboratory.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

& Field of the Invention

This inventionrelates to a method for producingdiamonds, and more

specifically, this inventionrelates to a methodfor producingnanometer-sized

diamonds from carbonaceous materials by ion irradiation.
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2~ Backgroundof the Invention

Nanodiamonds have various technologicalapplications, includingas fine

polishingandgrinding abrasives. Other possibleuses fornanodiamonds include

their use as powders with highthermal conductivityfor use as heat sinks. Inasmuch

as such media are both chemically resistantand electrically nonconducting,their

suspension in advanced coolantfluidswill enhance heat transport.

Nanodiamonds also can be utilizedas an admixture in advanced composite

materials to ehhance thermal conductivityor surface hardness.

Lastly, nanodiamondsmaybe utilizedas seed crystalsfor growth of larger

diamonds.

The free energy difference between diamond and graphite is small. How-

ever, transformation between the two allotropes is difFicult.This is because the high

stabilityof the basal graphite planes requires the presence of catalysts, or thermody-

namic conditionsdeep withinthe diamond phase region, for solid-state transforma-

tion of graphite into diamond.

A myriad of techniques exist to produce nanodiamonds. However, these

processes require extreme conditions,such as high pressure, high temperature, or

high irradiationfluence. For example, efforts at the Max-Planck-lnstitut in Stuttgart

Germany, Wesolowski et al. AppLPhys. Letf. 71 (14), pp 1948-1950, October 6,

1997, have produced nanodiamondsbut only after soot is irradiated for 30 hours at

temperatures of between 700 and 1100 “Cat high ion fluences of more than 1019

ions-cm-2.

Earlier research at the same institute,Banhart et al., Nature 382 pp 433-435

(1996) discloses a method for diamond productionby irradiatingcarbon onionswith

highelectron fluences of more than 1024e-cm-2at a sample temperature of 700 “C.

Explosive shock methodsfor nanodiamondformationare also known.

Nanometer-size diamonds are the detonation productsof reactions described

throughoutthe scientificliterature, including“Diamondsin Detonation Soot,” Nature

Vol. 333, pp 440 (June 2, 1988). Additionalmethods for producingand modifying

nanodiamonds are disclosed in “Influenceof the Molecular Structure of Explosives

on the Rate of Formation, Yield, and Properties of Ultradisperse Diamond,” Combus-
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tion, Exp/osjon, and Shock Waves, Vol 30, No. 2, pp 235-238 (Plenum Publishing

Corp, New York, NY 1994), which is a translationof Fjzjka Gorervya j Vzryva, Vol.

30, No. 2, pp. 102-106, March-April 1994. Diamonds ranging in size of from 2-20

nanometers are produced in methods described in “Synthesisof Ultradispersed

Diamond in Detonation Waves” Cornbustjon, Exp/osion, and Shock Waves, Vol 25,

No. 3, pp 372-379, (Plenum PublishingCorp, New York, NY 1994), which is a

translationof Fizika Goreniya i Vzryva, Vol. 25, No. 3, pp 117-126, May-June, 1989.

Other sources and methods for obtainingnanodiamondscan be found in

U.S. Patent No. 5,709,577, issued on January 20, 1998.

None of the priorart discussedsupra providesa method for obtaining nano-

diamonds under relatively mild conditions.

A need exists in the art for a process to produce nanometer sized diamonds

at room temperature and at ambient pressures. The process shouldyield diamonds

from a myriad of carbonaceous materials and in reasonably short periods of time.

Furthermore, the process should isolate the productdiamond from the carbona-

ceous starting material with a minimumof product loss and effort.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the inventionto provide a method for producing

nanodiamonds that overcomes many of the disadvantages of the priorart.

Another object of the present inventionis to providean economical method

for producingnanodiamonds. A feature of the inventionis that any high carbon

content carbonaceous material can be transformed to diamond at room tempera-

ture. Another feature of the inventionis the use of acid dissolutionto isolate the

diamond productfrom the carbonaceous material. An advantage of the inventionis

the eliminationof the need for high-temperature, high-pressureprocessing.

Still another object of the present inventionis to provide a process for

producingdiamonds using ion irradiation. A feature of the inventionis the use of ion

radiationat energies of at least approximately50 MeV. An advantage of the

inventionit is thought that the ion-irradiationmay lower the free energy barrier for

transformationbetween carbonaceous starting material and the diamond product.
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In one embodiment, approximately 0.02 diamondsare produced per ion for 350*50

MeV Kr irradiationof graphite at 20 ‘C and at low ambient pressure, less than about

10-1Torr and preferably less than about 10-3Torr.

Briefly, the inventionprovidesa method for producingdiamonds, the method

5 comprisingexposing carbonaceous material to ion radiationat ambient temperature

and reduced pressure conditionsin a vacuum for a time sufficientto transformthe

carbonaceous material to diamond.

The inventionalso providesa methodfor producingdiamonds comprising

subjectinggraphite to at least approximately50 MeV ion radiation at room tempera-

10 ture and at a reduced pressure in a vacuum chamber for a time sufficientto trans-

form the graphite into diamond.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

The inventiontogether with the above and other objects and advantages will

be best understoodfrom the followingdetailed descriptionof the preferred embodi-

15 ment of the inventionshown in the accompanyingdrawing, wherein:

FIG. 1 is an electron diffractionpattern of diamonds produced in accordance

with features of the present invention;

versus

20

versus

FIG. 2 is a comparisongraph of diffractionmaxima of produced diamond

reference values; and

FIG. 3 is a table of comparisonsof diffractionmaxima of produceddiamond

reference values.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The inventorshave devised a methodwhereby ion irradiationof bulk

carbonaceous material at low pressure (<1O-iTorr) and ambient temperature

25 transform the material into diamond. Specifically,nanometer-sized diamondsare

formed by the direct solid-statetransformationof bulk graphite at room temperature

by Iow-fluence ion irradiationof the graphite. The maximum size of the individual

diamond crystals that can be formed by the ion radiation is limited by the size of the

ion-damage track, which varies with the energy and mass of the ion used. Herein,
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ambient temperature is the temperature that the carbonaceous material is main-

tained at during ion imadiation. The ambient temperature can be maintained at

approximately 20”C by appropriate coolingapparatus or may be allowed to increase

in response to energy inputtedby ion irradiation.

5 When 350MeV kryptonions are used, the ion damage track is approximately

10 nm in diameter, translatinginto a upper size limitfor resultingdiamonds of 10

nanometers (rim). The mean radii of the diamonds in this instance is approximately

3.6 nm t 2.2 nm. It is believed that with other ion energies and masses, the upper

limiton the diamond sizes of from about 30nm up to about 40nm can be obtained.

10 The free-energy difference between diamondand graphite is very small; thus

under appropriate conditionsboth allotropeswill form. The inventors have found

that point defects in carbon lattices producedby ion irradiationcould lower the free

energy barrier for transformation. The resultinghighlydisordered regions in the

graphite may transformto diamond upon recrystallizationas the energy (from the

15 impingingradiation) rapidlydissipates intothe surroundinglattice. Furthermore, this

recrystallizationoccurs in the ion-particletracks withoutthe need of annealing at

elevated temperature. The transformationefficiency(350*50 MeV Kr ion) is such

that between approximately2 percent and 8 percent of the lattice regions transform

to diamond particles.

20 The invented technique can be utilizedto produce diamonds from any high

carbon content carbonaceous material via heavy ion (mass greater than approxi-

mately 60 amu) irradiationhaving energies greater than 50 MeV. More specifically,

ion irradiationof polycrystallinegraphite using ions having mass and energies

similar to uranium fissionfragments typicallyyield nanodiamonds with a mean radii

25 of approximately 3.6 nm. The diamond yield of this technique using 6 x 1012Kr-ions-

cm-2at 350 * 50 MeV at 20 “C is between approximately0.02* 0.01 nanometer

diamonds/ion. Diamond yields will depend on ion irradiationconditions, including

ion mass and energy, as well as substrate temperature and the target. Yields in the

range of 0.02 to 10 can be achieved, while yields of .02 to 0.5 are more probable,

30 and yields of 0.02 to 0.1 most probable.
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The diamonds are subsequentlyisolatedfrom the bulk graphite by removing

the graphite via acid oxidationin acid dissolution,as depicted in the following

equation

C + 2HC10q+ C02 t + 2HC10~

5 A 70 percent recovery efficiencyvia acid dissolutionis estimated. Losses

are the result of adherence to containersurfaces, incomplete recovery from colloidal

suspensionand the like.

Acid DissolutionDetail

The diamond productsare isolatedfrom the ion-irradiated bulk graphite via

10 acid dissolutiontreatment. This is a modificationand improvement of an exemplary

acid treatment method is disclosedin S. Amari, et al. Geochhn. Cosmochim, Acts

58, pp 459-470 (1994), and incorporatedherein by reference.

The basic procedure of the acid treatments involve the oxidationof graphitic

carbons by gradual heating (100 OC/hrup to 200 “C) in a solutionof (7:2:1 ) HCIOq,

15 HZSOA,and HNO~ also containing0.0003M Cr+*(the Chromium of which acts as a

catalyst and as an indicator).Other suitablecatalystilndicatormetals include

vanadium and cerium.

Colloidalproperties of nanodiamondsare controlledby the pH of the solu-

tion. This is due to the presence of acidic carboxyl groups (-COOH) on their

20 surfaces. Any nanodiamonds present followingboth oxidationsare placed in

colloidalsuspension using 0.1 N NHAOH. Centrifugationwas used to separate the

suspended diamonds from whatever coarse particles survived (or which were

contaminants during the processing). After the coarse particles are removed, the

nanodiamonds are then recovered from the suspension by adding HCI untilthe

25 solutionreaches a pH of less than one. The acid treatments were applied twice to

the samples. At this pH range, the diamondsaggregate together and can be

removed via centrifugation.
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Carbonaceous Material and
Diamond Material Detail

Diamond can take two structuralforms, that of cubic diamond structure and

thatofhexagonal diamond structure. Thepredominant form ofdiamond produced

5 by room temperature (i.e., between 17 ‘C and 26 “C) ion irradiationis cubic

diamond structure. The diamond crystalsare generally twinned and occur as

multiply-twinnedcrystals; however, single crystal (mono-crystalline)diamonds are

also observed. A twinned crystal is one that has some of its close packed planes of

atoms stacked incorrectlyin relationto its structure.

10 Generally, the method producesdiamondswhile the material is maintained

at room temperature or else not thermally annealed during irradiation. While a

myriad of pressures can be present duringtransformation, low pressure (10-1Torr) is

all that is required.

A myriad of carbonaceous materials can be utilized in the diamond

15 transformationprocess, including,but not limitedto graphite, lignite:coal, kerite, or

combinationsthereof. Generally, while the efficiencyof the process is maximized

when pure forms of carbon are utilized,substratescontainingat least 20 percent

carbon are also suitable.

Ion RadiationDetail

20 Low fluence radiation is utilizedin this invention. Generally fluence values of

from 1012ions-cm-2to 1018ions-cm-2are suitable. At the lower end of this fluence

range, the inventorshave found that the number of diamonds produced is

proportionalto the number of ions impingingupon the graphite substrate. At higher

fluence rates, ions tend to “hit”the same area so that an earlier ion produces a

25 diamond particle but a subsequent ion coulddestroy it.

To avoid possibledestructionof diamond particles while employing higher

ion fluences, a series of ion irradiationscan be performed using progressivelylower

energy ions (hence shorter ion ranges). Since the ranges of lower energy ions are

shorter than higher energy ions, some of the destructionof previouslyformed

30 diamond productsare avoided since ion-overlapis reduced. This is particularly
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advantageous if previouslyformed diamonds reside near the end of the patilcle

tracks, the ions of subsequent lower energy irradiationswill have insufficientrange

to reach those previouslyformed diamonds.

Flux rates determine the number of ions that impact the graphite substrate

5 per second. The higher the flux rate, the faster the transformationoccurs. However,

the inventors have found that higher flux rates (i.e., higherenergy input into the

substrate) results in temperature increases. The diamond productionmethod is

viable at temperatures approachingthe melt temperature of the carbon-containing

substrate. Generally, flux rates that induce substratetemperatures of up to 400 “C

10 are not problematic. The substrate temperature shouldbe maintained at less than

500”C. Heating of the substrate is by ion irradiationheating and not by external

heat sources, such as resistance heating, radiative, chemical or nuclear.

Alternatively, flux rates can also be chosen based on the temperature at

which the system is to operate. In one instance, the efficiencyof heat sinks

15 contactingthe carbon-containingsubstratewill determine suitable flux values. In

cases where the substrate is to be maintained at room temperature, flux rates of

between 2 x 1010ions-cm-z-s-land 2 x 1012ions-cm-2-s-1are suitable.

Time of exposure of the carbonaceous material to theion radiationwill

depend on the fluence and flux rates. If a particularprocess time is desired, the

20 fluence and flux rates will be adjusted to arrive at the exposure durations.

Generally, desired total fluence values divided by flux values area good indicationof

the time needed to produce desired number of diamonds.

Energy of the radiationcan vary, but must be adequate to first produce

damage to the lattice of the carbon substrate material. Conversely, the energy must

25 not be so high as to have the ion completely pass throughthe substrate with no

transference of energy to the substrate. Generally, energy of between 50 MeV and

1000 MeV are suitable.

Ion masses also can vary. Heavier ionswill create greater irradiation

damage for a given energy than lighter ions. This greater force will lead to deeper

30 penetration of the ions into the graphite and therefore greater exposure of the

graphite to the ions. Generally, ionsfrom the elements heavier than Iron, which has
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a atomic weight of 55.8, is suitable. Exemplary elements include, but are not limited

to the group consistingof Kr, Xe, Pb, I-fg,U, and Rn.

Gaseous elements, such as kryptonand xenon confer greater utilityas ion

sources due to the ease in producingan ion beam from the vapor phase. For the

5 same energy, xenon is preferable over kryptonbecause of its heavier mass and

greater irradiationdamage it produces. Depending on the energy imparted to the

ion, substrate thicknesses can be tailored to the impact depths of the ion. For

example, if a xenon ion has an impact depth of 50 microns (pm), then when both

sides of a 100 micron-thicksubstrate are irradiatedwith the xenon ions, the entire

10 substrate is “exposed”to the ions. The example below has more specifics of a

kryptonirradiation.

Examcde

A process for irradiatingcarbonaceous material is disclosed in Daulton et al.,

Mat Res. Sot. Symp. F?oc. 540, pp. 189-194 (1999) and incorporated herein by

15 reference.

Briefly, fine grain polycrystallinegraphite sheets of 125 pm thickness, 1.8 g-

cm-2density and 99.95 percent carbon puritywere cut into approximately 1.0 cm by

1.5 cm pieces. The carbon was obtained from GoodfellowCorp of Berwyn, PA. Ion

irradiationswere performed at the Tandem Linear Accelerator System at Argonne

20 National Laboratory in Argonne, Illinois.

The graphite was mounted on Cu heat sinks cooled to 20 ‘C. The

specimens were irradiated individually by 400 MeV Kr on both sides at a flux of

2 x 1010ions-cm-2-s-1.Ion irradiationswere restrictedto a low fluence (6x 1012ions-

cm-2)to limit ion overlap.

25 A gold-scatteringfoilwas placed in the ion-beam path to spread the beam so

that the entire exposed sutface of the specimen was irradiated. This resulted in a

dispersionand reductionof the energies of the Kr ionsto approximately 350 MeV &50

MeV. The penetration ranges of the ionswere estimated to be approximately 44 * 6

pm using the binary collisionapproximationdisclosed in Biersack et al. J. MJc/. /nsL
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and Methods 174, pp 257-269(1980).Inasmuch as both sides of the 125 pm thick

specimens were ionirradiated,approximately2/3 ofthe bulkof each specimen received

irradiation.

Both the irradiated samples and controlswere subjected to the standard acid

5 dissolutionprotocols,discussedabove. Any diamondspresent inthe resultingresidue

were ultrasonicallysuspended in 12 PIof 4:1 mixtureof isopropanoland H20. HCI was

then added to partially cluster any diamonds present. 1-2 pi aliquotsof this solution

were depositedon 3 mm Cu transmissionelectronmicroscope(TEM) gridscoatedwith

either holey amorphouscarbon film used for imagingor amorphous-SIO film used for

10 analytical measurements.

The samples were characterized using high resolutionand analytical TEMs.

Lattice imaging was performed using a JEOL JEM-4000EX high-resolutionTEM.

Analyticalelemental analysiswas performedusinga PhilipsCM30 TEM equippedwith

a Parallel ElectronEnergyLossSpectrometer(PEELS) and an Energy DispersiveX-ray

15 Spectrometer (EDXS). As illustrated in FIG. 1, transmission electron microscopy

showed that acid residueof ion-irradiatedgraphitecontainednanometer-sized crystals

(nanocrystals) which were dispersed nonuniformlyon the support film. FIG. 1 is an

electron diffractionpatternof nanocrystalsfoundin irradiatedgraphiteacid residue. By

comparison, the acid residue of an unirradiatedgraphite control contained orders of

20 magnitudelessnanocrystallinematerial. This comparisonindicatesthat a largefraction

of nanocrystalsrecoveredfrom the irradiatedgraphitewere productsof ionirradiation.

Furthermore, that the crystals survived acid dissolution indicates the presence of

diamond.

To illustrateall of the reflectionsin the diffractionpattern, three intensityscale

25 changes were applied to the diffractionpattern after the pattern was digitized from a

single film exposure. Inasmuch as diffractionpatternsare measured in inverse length

units, the scale bar is 50 rim-l in length.

As is depicted in FIG. 2, the measured diffraction maxima for the isolated

nanocrystals match those predictedfor diamond. The top horizontalaxis depicts the

30 d-spacing. The d-spacingrepresents the spacingsbetween latticeplanes ina crystal,

and is defined by the followingequation:
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d = (2~)/q

wherein q is definedas the reciprocal latticespacingand is measured in inverse units,

for instance rim-i.

The incidentelectron beam of the TEM is scattered (or diffracted)off the lattice

5 planes in the crystals, resultingin the diffractionmaxima observed. Substantiallyall of

the maxima of the experimentally derived crystals (depicted by the solidcurve) match

those predicted for cubic diamond crystals (depicted by the dashed curves along the

horizontal axis).

FIG. 3 is a tabulation of comparisons of d-spacings measured by electron

10 diffractionof the isolated nanocrystalsto cubic diamond. The h,k,l designationin the

first column represent the diffractionmaxima arisingfrom electron diffratilon off a set

of atomic planes indexed with integersh, k, /with respect to the crystal basis vectors.

Experimental error for the measured d-spacings is approximately *0.01 ~.

Elemental analysis usingenergy dispersiveX-ray spectrometfy on the regions

15 containing high nanocrystal concentrations in the irradiated graphite acid residue

indicated predominantlySi, O and Cu (from the supportfilm and grid). The only other

elements present were C, Cl and S in roughly9:4:1 proportions. This indicates that

most of the nanocrystals are carbon. Therefore, transmission electron microscopy

characterizationsofthe residuesindicatethatthe inventedmethod producesdiamonds.

20 While the invention has been described with reference to details of the

illustratedembodiment, these detailsare not intendedto limitthe scope of the invention

as defined in the appended claims.
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ABSTRACT

A method for producing diamonds is provided comprising exposing

carbonaceous material to ion irradiationat ambient temperature and pressure.
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(h k 1) Data Diamond
(A) (A) (i)

ill 2.067 2.059 -0,008i

200* 1.789 1.783 -0.006
.....””....- ———..—— .. ... . ..-.. --....—.— ..-.-...---—
220 1.26’1 1.261 0.000. .................... .... ............- . .. .. ........--... ............... .. .
311 1.079 i .075 -0.004.............. .... . . ..........-”......... ......... . ........ . ....”................. ............ ..-....-...”
222* 1.021 1.030 0.009. ...-..-.,------------------------. ............. ............ .........................
400 0.894 0.892 -0.002

...... ......... ...—.-—.-..... ........-..,--- . ...... ....... ............... ... ........ .. . .... ..
331 0.817 0.818 0.001

420* 0.794 X798 o.oo4–

422 0.727 0.728 0.001

333 0.686 0.686 0.000

511 0.686
.....-..-—_ —__.——---------- ..--.,.---.....--....—--. ...... ..... ...—
440” 0.630 0.631 0.001

531- 0.597 -0.603 0.006

600* 0.595

442* 0.595

620 0.565 0.564 -0.001

533 0.536* 0.544 0.008—

622* 0.538

444 0.515
—“..,--.——.—-.-—-----______-----------------------------

551 0.494 0.499 0.005
711 0.499

640* 0.494

642 0.472 0.477 0.005

I

553 0.460 0.464 0.004

731 . 0.464

800 0.446

733 0.430 0.436 0.006
644* 0.433

.FIG3

I
* Cinematically forbidden reflection I


